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Comments Made in the Reports, January 2016:
Aircraft sounds like it is overhead, more than one or returning. Can hear and feel vibration over the
vacuum cleaner going!
The holidays are ov er - they're back.....
"Growlers overhead on easterly track.
Recording session scrubbed due to noise."
We were entertaining guests and could not have a conversation - many repeated flights
Windows rattling. Sound like takeoff or static runup at NAS Whidbey.
Low-flying Growler over my house - very loud and disruptive. All day there have Growlers flying just
south of my house but didn't notice landing gear down and they were moving pretty fast, which is less
noisy and disruptive.
Windows rattled. Conversation difficult.
I hear a roar and FEEL the vibration - 3 in a row as I type - much more powerful than usual. Yesterday
we had jets flying over all day until late evening! Are we being targeted?
Yesterday was bad, today is intolerable
On deck watching and listening to the birds. Disruptive noise. Why did I move to the San Juans?
Loud rumble and vibration , with intermittent extremely loud jet noise
Very loud rumble vibrating house with intermittent extreme loud jet noise going on now for 45 minutes
Growler jet flying at extremely low altitude heading in towards NAS Whidbey. Windows rattling, ear
pain!
Sooo much noise lately! This is bad! This one this morning is endless and scarry.
Could not see aircraft, just felt low disturbing rumble and vibration that made us feel anxiety.
Low rumble and shaking that woke us up and produced high anxiety.
Yesterday there were numerous, loud flyovers and today the rumbling started at dawn.
Awakened by extremely noisy rumbling and by MY BED VIBRATING. How dare we lazy retirees sleep
late! WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?
After 45 minutes of constant noise I abandoned my absurd notion that I might sleep late and got up.
Appalling rumbling and vibration. WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?
Heard short rumble inside office
ALL INSIDE MEASUREMENTS: 5pm 61,3dBA, 5:20pm overflight 75.8dBA, 5:22pm overflight 59..dBA,
6:05pm - 6:08 49.9-54.9 dBA (deep rumble), 6:08-7:24pm steady roar, 7:24pm overflight 70.8dBA,
8:15pm final blast. WE NEED A SCHEDULE OF TRAINING OPERATIONS
INSIDE MEASUREMENTS: Constant roar between 8:12am and 10:02. 14 big noise entries ranging from
66dBA - 90.2dBA (8:25am)
The rumble, vibration of my home, and noise intensity is severe. I work part time from my home that
requires phone calls and computer work. This work is very disrupted by the jet noise
Frequent roars (like freight train coming towards the house) all morning so far. Very obnoxious.
loud rumbling 8 am til 8 pm
HEY, LARSON, MURRAY, CANTER, WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?
roaring so loud
WHY DO WE STILL NOT HAVE A HUSH HOUSE?
Been going on all morning - now 11:30am. Rattles my windows. Loud enough to hear over low television
volume. Continuous rumble noise like this disturbs my vacation rental guests and does not help my
reputation for a quiet and peaceful vacation stay.
An appalling morning of constant noise. WE NEED A HUSH HOUSE.
House shaking, heart shaking, all I can think of is this thundering noise. Terrible Terrible Terrible
shaking my house

TNE NOISE LEVEL IS OUTRAGEOUS. THIS IS ONE OF THE WORST DAYS I HAVE EXPERIENCED.
We hear each one as they take off, land, or run their engines, they afe bery loud, rattle our windows,
they make it difficult to concentrate and qffect my nervous system, I cannot sleep and I need to for
health reasons.
Excessive rumbling and vibration through the afternoon today. Seems louder than usual, with more
vibration noticed inside my house.
Low and consistent rumblings and vibrations in the house all morning
Very low and vibrations felt in feet and in the house. This is not ok. I moved to the island for peace and
quiet. This is getting ridiculous.
series of jets circling over here one after the next
Actually, the noise has been going on all morning, but this one and the one at 0820 have been the worst;
they sound like they're landing in my backyard.
This has been going on all day, including low flying growlers directly over Cattle Point. If this is the new
normal, we're going to have to move.
The fighter planes have been roaring today- soemtimes super load, others not so much but it has been
all day long
ongoing noise most of the day.
LOUDEST YET! EXTREMELY LOUD AND VIBRATING THE HOUSE!
Too loud to continue conversation INDOORS!
All Day Long!
Two extremely loud low-flying Growler aircraft over my house with landing gear down.
THESE GROWLER FLIGHTS ARE TOO LOUD, DISTURBING, ALMOST DISTRESSING AND TOO FREQUENT.
THEY FRIGHTEN MY ANIMALS, AS WELL. THEY SOMETIMES HAPPEN VERY LATE NIGHT -- AND DISTURB
SLEEP.
Disturbing noise all day beginning at 8:10 am.
Low-flying Growler with landing gear down.
I was deafened by the growlers at the ferry slip in Anacortes for an hour while waiting for a ferry home. I
get home and they are flying over my home low and loud. The Navy couldn't care less what this does to
the people who live here.�
Loud noise and rumble
Loud flyovers. It's been going on for more than 11 hours.
Loud rumbles throughout the day. At least 15 incidences.
Going on 8 hrs of loud rumble aand vibration of our house.intermittent extreme loud jet excelleration
noise.sounds like an earthquake or a war zone
Rumbling ranging from quite loud to low, but all day long from morning to night.
Loud low rumble and vibration - so constant and for long periods effects my ears, head, entire system. I
can't think, or work, or do anything. Do you really have any idea how horrible this rumble is??? It is
unbearable.
Very noisy all day long
Heard it most of the day
I work nights. I try to sleep in the morning. There were countless incidents on 01/05/2016 where the
rumble of your jets woke me up. Who do I file a formal complaint with?
at least one dozen noise incidents today, too loud to talk, had to cover my ears
2nd day in a row.
Decibels range from 74.2 to 90.8. Very disturbing noise assault that ruins our day.
Earthshaking noise from Ault field- engine runups. Woke us up and continue to degrade the quality of
the day.
extremely loud yesterday same this morning

throughout yesterday and this morning
Been hearing rumbles since yesterday off and on
continual overhead flights
continual overhead flights
continual overhead flights, drowning out conversation
continual overhead flights
continual overhead flights
low roar, rattling windows
Another day of misery inflicted by the navy.
"Endless rumbling.
WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?"
Incredibly loud rumbling - very stressful. WHY DO WE NOT HAVE A HUSH HOUSE?
loud enough so you can't talk
again no talking too loud
disruption and scared dogs
so loud animals are disturbed and unable to converse
again a terrible disruptiion
loud, disturbing dogs
this continual noise is awful
Been on going since yesterday
The pounding of the planes lasted from 8 am till 8 pm. I live in the center of the island and it sounded
like planes were passing right over my house. Not nice.
The jets have been flying over the island since earlier this morning and are still flying now at almost 2 pm
Most of the day and well after dark. Below the cloud cover (low), dirty (gear, flaps down). Had to cover
ears when outside. Dog wouldn't stay outside, scratched to get back in when they flew over. Talking
halted inside very well-insulated house.
Out on a walk at Spencer, had to cover ears while the jet flew over. Then it was joined up by another
one. We cut our walk short.
after deciding to cut our walk short and go back to the car, the smell of jet exhaust wafted down,
causing us to put our scarves over our faces.
All day. Low. Loud. My husband talking about moving from the area, from our beloved home and life
here on Lopez. I feel for the wild animals, no way to get away from the assualt. Inhumane. Wreckless.
Unnecessary.
Loud rumbling most of the day.
Sounds like an earthquake starting to happen. Very disturbing.
VERY LOUD rumbling and vibration
did not see but very loud and many of them, sometimes every few minutes, very deep rumbling
Rumble from airfield caused interior of house vibrate.
114.1dVA blast from Ault field, just after a long day of hearing relentless explosive noise beginning in the
morning. It is impossible to concentrate on the writing work I'm doing at home.
Endless noise
No aircraft visible, but heard low rumbling a few times throughout the day. Not overly disturbed by it.
These last two days were awful in the extreme...constant noise at an unacceptable level. House pets
terrified. Spent the day under a bed!
Loud rumbling noises; disrupted daily living activities
House shook; loud rumbling
2:10pm HUGE jet noise above.

4:20pm. Tremendous jet roar above while waiting for ferry.
6:27pm. HUGE vibration and roar rumbles throughout our home. This has been going on a long time.
6:29pm. ANOTHER HUGE vibration and roar rumbles throughout our home.
6:32pm. ANOTHER HUGE vibration and roar rumbles throughout our home. I am logging each time this
evening.
6:35pm. ANOTHER HUGE vibration and roar rumbles throughout our home. I am logging each successive
roar. I was off island today, luckily. Living on Lopez is bad for my health due to the excessive JET NOISE.
The legacy of Rick Larsen.
6:36pm. The ROARING continues. ONE after another. the house vibrates.
6:44pm/ ANOTHER HUGE vibration and roar rumbles throughout our home.
7:03pm. ANOTHER ROAR and rumble and vibration. A friends who was on Lopez for the past five days
left, saying the jet noise was just too much. So much for tourism.
7:10pm. Jets roaring in the skies above. Tremendous jet roaring.
7:15pm. Excessive jet noise in the skies. Roaring seems everywhere.
7:29pm. Roaring in the skies continues. Sounds as though we will be bombed at any moment. Very
threatening.
7:58pm. Roaring in the skies continues. I have logged all the moments I have had my environment
destroyed this evening. The Navy is bombing us.
8:01pm. The roaring CONTINUES. This is Navy terror. Why on earth should I think the Navy is here to
protect us. Clearly we are collateral damage. Clearly.
8:23am. Jet noise fills the skies this early morning.
8:24am. HUGE ROAR and VIBRATION vibrates through my home.
8:26am. The jet roars and vibrations continue. One after another. This is an awful day in an awful
weak.
8:28am ANOTHER roar and rumbling vibration tears its way into my home. I live 14 miles away. This is
not right. It is immoral. The Navy is clearly an immoral organization - terrorizing citizens.
8:29am. ANOTHER Roar and rolling vibration.
Another noise filled day? It is getting so that we hate to see clear skies. Too bad the Navy is so uncaring!
We were awakened by very loud almost constant rumbling . The Navy has no regard for the inhabitants
of Lopez Island. Promises are made...changes can be made blah blah blah but still we are collateral
damage to these jets practicing!
very loud and deep rumbling, very disturbing, put you on edge
Been hearing a lot more recently
8:45am. Continue jet engine roaring and vibration, which I am now giving the name of "bombing". That
is what it sounds and feels like.
8:49am. The Navy bombing (jet roars and vibrations through my home) continues.
8:52am. The Navy bombing continues with yet another ROAR and vibration. I am concerned that the
Navy feels that people who live 14 miles from their airfield are collateral damage
8:53am. Immediately after recording one bombing, another one jolts us. Roar and Vibration.
9:15am. Jet noise fills the skies. Roaring noise all around. Deafening. We are being bombed by the
Navy
9:19am. Vibrations continue with all the roaring. We are being bombed by the Navy.
9:25am. Roaring continues. jet roars fill the skies.
9:36am. jet roaring noise in the skies continues. Penetrates my home.
10:10am. Another day of abuse. Jets continue to spread roaring and rumbling in the skies. All over.
The Navy is bombing us, penetrating the peace of our homes.
We are not at war with you. Why are you doing this to us?

10:39am. Jet noise continues to penetrate my home. VERY LOUD.
All day disruption of normal activities from deafening blasts of noise from Ault Field. Typical inside
decibel readings: 84.1 dBA at 11:34, 84.2 at 11:50 and on through the afternoon, 90.7 dBA at 14:30, 88.8
at 14:34, and 103.5 at 14:36. Torture!
Loud blasts from Ault Field began the day, continuing through the morning. Relentless noise making
concentration impossible working at home.
10:58am. Jets roaring above in the skies. Jet noise penetrates my home. It has been an AWFUL
morning. Trying to do my work and the noise intrudes into my home.
Our house windows in the Village are vibrating. Yesterday was intolerable, having to hear the rumble
AND jets flying over the VillageVERY DISTURBING
12:10pm. Jets roaring around. Lots of noise.Cloudy.
Rumbling at home all.morning and now in Friday Harbor indoors
"An entire morning of listening to the navy. It is exhausting.
WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?"
12:26pm. This has been a horrible day. Jet roars and vibrations from run-ups or take-offs and jets flying
all around the skies. Noise penetrates my home. TOO LOUD.
Constant very loud rumbling,
12:52pm LOUD jet flying over us. Cloudy.
I counted at least one dozen noise events before 1 pm, when I stopped counting.
1:10pm. Noise continues. Huge roaring jet flies above. Cloudy. Signature Growler roar. Prolonged.
1:21pm The horrible day continues. Jets flying over and around us as I type this. Noise penetrates our
home. Thunder all day.
Loud rumbles
2:01pm. 2:01pm. MORE Growler fly-overs VERY NOISY. It has been nothing but jet noise ALL DAY.
3:27pm. Jet roaring over our home. TOO LOUD.
4:55pm. Jets roaring in the skies. Why go for an evening walk if all you can hear is Jets roaring around.
Deafening. No walk.
5:11pm. Jets continue to roar around. Noise penetrates the house.
5:18pm. Jet roaring continues in the skies. This has been, and continues to be, a horrible day. Bombed
by the Navy's Growlers. May as well live at the end of SeaTac runway, not Lopez island.
Deep rumble and some low vibration. This started possibly earlier in the morning...maybe 09:00 hrs,
and lasted until noon
same as previous day...rumbling and vibration all morning
same as day before...low rumbling with vibration...starting to get old now. Lasts all morning and even
into the afternoon today.
06:07pm. RIGHT NOW Growler jets are roaring across the sky over my home. The house vibrates. The
scream penetrates the house.
Jets are ROARING over my home as I write this. AGAIN. ROARING and SCREAMING. The sound
penetrates the house and obliterates all else in this home.
ANOTHER DAY OF MISERY AND NOISE. WHY DO WE NOT HAVE A HUSH HOUSE?
Yikes! There have been 2 flight over our house in the last 5 minutes that were so loud we couldn't here
the music on the radio. We live in a 10 year old well built house with double Windows Etc. This is too
much!
6:17pm. The jets are still ripping the night. Roaring all over. Noise penetrates my home. This is terror
at home.
99 decibels recorded outside. Low flight, directly over the house.
We are living with constant noise. This is outrageous!

6:45pm. Once again a major jet roar fills the air and penetrates our home. This is ongoing. This is
abuse.
Continual house shaking blasts from Ault Field. Horrible noise that penetrate our bodies- we are lab rats
in a diabolical Navy experiment! Continuous inside noise level at 91.5 dBA
Single deafening flyover- forget dinner prep or conversation! 81.5 dBA
Our walk to Watmough Bight- a National Monument- was destroyed by loud blasts from the practice of
the Growlers. These heavy. fuel consuming planes the Navy is proud of are ruining our sanity and our
homes.
8:47am. Jet noise rumbles through our home again. It's Friday and it has been a horrible week of NOISE
that penetrates our home. I have decided to leave the island today and seek quiet elsewhere where I
can do my work.
9:05am Jets roaring in the skies.
Loud rumbling as I was trying to have a peaceful morning caring for my horse. Horses were disturbed by
rumbling. It's not healthy for horses!
Have had repeated low rumbling noise on the 7th and 8th in the morning
No one should have to listen to these planes; they should be retrofitted to damp down the noise.
My houses is shaking, my windows are shaking, and my livestock is visibly stressed and agitated.
Extremely loud ALL DAY. House rattled, pictures on walls shifted, painful on ears and body from the loud
sound and vibration felt throughout the body. Could see the planes flying under the cloud cover. Why
can they not fly a lot higher for less noise
Started earlier today rumble, noise and vibration and I live 20 miles, as the crow flies.
Extremely disruptive loud flyovers from the Growlers training. All week the south end of Lopez has been
miserable.
And the noise and rumble continues
Still at it, started over 2 hrs aho
I have been bombarded with noise since 8.45am. I may as well live in a war zone. WHERE IS OUR
HUSH HOUSE?
I could spend my entire day in front of this screen making complaints. The noise rarely lets up for any
length of time.
The misery of the morning continuing through the afternoon.
The noise level is appalling.
This has been going on all day...rattles my whole house and windows. Disrupts the peace of my rental
guests. This is not good for my business reputation, but I am at a loss as to what to do as I feel this
website does no more than gather data.
Morning til afternoon, constant roar from Ault Field. Measured 92.0 dBA (14:06) inside, 91.9 dBA (14:30)
and ongoing. No respite from house-shaking blasts. Under siege on the South end of Lopez. A week of
torture courtesy of the U.S. Navy.
Rumble and vibration has been going on since 9 am. Can't even enjoy a walk in the park
Not so much as "low rumble" as disturbing rumble all day long. So much for the 'peace and tranquility'
of the islands.
4:51 PM. FRIDAY. Rumble and Vibration again. I heard jet noise all over the island today AND in Friday
Harbor. Could not get away from it. A ROARING WEEK. The Navy has successfully ruined a week of life.
Walking outside. Jets overhead
Walking outside. Excruciating noise from jet overhead. Had to cover ears.
5:04pm. Like a train rolling through our home. Like an earthquake. Here it is 5:04 on a Friday and our
home vibrates from Growler engine roars. All day long. is this what we call "protection" by our Navy?
5:15pm. Friday. The roaring and vibration rolls through our home again. I am disgusted with the Navy.
They claim they have no impact. Liars.

6:40pm. Friday. Incredibly the jet noise continues to fill the air and our home.. Will it ever stop? This is
torture.
Too many day in a row...nerves ore shot!
10:59am SATURDAY. After a punishing week of roaring and vibrations and overflights, the roaring and
vibrations appear to be starting again. IT IS SATURDAY!!! No peace at all.
11:03am SATURDAY. ANOTHER roar and rumble that vibrates our home. After a horrible week, more
bombing.
"7:45 rumble & disturbing
9 a.m. loud rumble
12:15 loud rumble
2:30, 2:45, 4:15, 4:30 - very loud and upsetting rumble - holding hands over ears.
5:30 very loud rumble
6:15 very loud rumble
between 7 pm & 8 pm continued loud rumble for an hour."
"7 am - 9 am intermittent rumbling
11:15 super loud rumbling - deafening
6:30 pm rumble
7 pm rumble
Noise was very upsetting today - loud and persistant"
this is not the first time I've been woken up by the jet noises
12:02pm. SATURDAY. Prolonged roar and vibration. Right now. Keeps going and going. House vibrates.
After a horrible week, Saturday continues the torture.
12:14pm. Yet ANOTHER Roar and Vibration that rattles us. Take off? Engine run-up? It is SATURDAY of
all things. No peace.
1:05pm SATURDAY. ANOTHER in a continuing series of roars and rumbles and vibrations.Beautiful
outdoor weather, but why would I want to be outdoors with that roaring? Cancelling my walk.
01:12 ANOTHER in a continuing serious of BLASTS from NASWI. All day? It has been a horrible week of
bombing and blasting noise.
It would have been nice to have had the weekend off after the battering we have been enduring this last
week.
1:59pm SATURDAY. jets roaring around in the skies. Very noise. deep rumbling and loud.
2:36pm ANOTHER ROAR on this Saturday. The roaring continues this Saturday. Very deep roaring and
rumbling that vibrate this house.
2:41pm. Saturday. Jet noise fills the sky as they are roaring around. So loud I can hear it inside, despite
the TV being on.
2:43pm Roars and vibrations very frequent today. Ongoing noise and roaring. Going on right now.
Does not seem to stop.
2:53pm.. Saturday. TREMENDOUS RUMBLE THAT SHAKES THE HOUSE. This has been going on all day, at
the end of a week that was nothing but jet roaring and rumbling. Like constant earthquakes.
3:05pm Saturday. A continuous rolling roar, rumble and vibration rattles us. prolonged roaring.
3:22pm. YET ANOTHER roar and vibration. The whole day has been filled with roaring and rumbling,
penetrating my home. This is abusive.
4:35pm Saturday. Two growlers flying over my home, low. VERY LOUD. Roar penetrates my home.
4:50pm. SATURDAY. It has been a ROARING DAY. A Saturday no less. Consistent roaring from Ault
Field, along with flyovers. Jet roars have been penetrating our home all day.
4:57pm. A very bad Saturday filled with jet roaring (right now) and vibrations through our home.
4:59pm. Jet roaring overhead.
Culmination of a day of intense noise from Ault Field. Huge blast at 16:48!

A full day of constant noise from Ault Field and some flyovers, morning til late afternoon. Did not take
sound measurements- burnt out from being interrupted & disrupted all week. Will keep logging these
events!
10:21am. After a brutal week of noise and vibration, including SATURDAY, we get more roaring on
Sunday morning. Roar and vibration are heard even while the TV is blaring a football game.
10:25am. SUNDAY ANOTHER roar and vibration penetrates our home .
11:28am Sunday. More jet noise fills the skies
Having a Sunday morning when disrupted by Growler flying over Lopez Village.
12:49pm SUNDAY. The jet noise roaring and vibration continues, at this moment. The roaring is never
just one second. It is a long and continuous roar.
1:03pm ANOTHER ROAR and Vibration here on Sunday. Finished one horrible week...are we starting
another horribly noisy week?
Reduced decibels are the only concession to the fact that it is Sunday.....
2:06pm. Jet roaring around us. Noisy skies.
2:44pm SUNDAY. As I write there is ANOTHER roaring rolling thunder hitting our home. Growler
roaring.
2:47pm. SUNDAY. A huge rolling roar, prolonged. Right now. Keeps roaring and vibrating our home.
How many days in a row now have we been tortured by this abuse?
3:03pm SUNDAY. jets are roaring around the skies. I hear them while inside over the TV sound. The
roaring penetrates our home.
4:57pm. Loud jet noise.
9:10am. So begins ANOTHER week of incredible noise it seems. Big jet roar and blast at 9:10am
9:31am. Monday morning roaring rips through my home.
42 noise events !!!! from Ault and overflights and pretty much constant roaring with two short breaks.
INSANITY. Decibel range: 67,3dBA - 92dBA
Overflights : 98dBA This is a National Monument - a ;lace people come to for peace and quiet and
recreation. It is now a war training zone.
ROARS AND FLYOVERS ALL DAY. 2 breaks around noon and between 4:06 and 5:21pm. 25 noise events
felt like we were under attack. Ver unpleasant to be outside. WE NEED A SCHEDULE OF AULT
TRAINING!!!
61.4-78.9dBA Blasts to start the day. If commercial airports can have Blast deflectors why can't the
Navy? Why were Growlers based here without mitigation in place?!!!
Huge blasts, overflights and steady roars. 63.9-79.3DBA UNBELIEVABLE THAT OUR GOVERNMENT IS
IMPOSING THIS ON WHAT WAS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PEACEFUL PLACES ON THE PLANET.
Now they are interrupting the night. . . . . .
18 distinct noise reports. Steady roars and blasts all day. 62 -83.3dBA I wish our Legislators were
courageous enough to challenge the Navy. Maybe our legislators have no power.
This is a Saturday which we count on for relief from the noise. Sporatic BLASTS - shattering the sunny
day.
Another day of noise. Averaging 65dBA
Huge blasts from Ault field. It's a Sunday and we are sitting at Point Colville with friends from Seattle
who are horrified that the Navy has created a war training zone out of the San Juans.
Two huge blasts the second one 84.3dBA. Another week of enduring noise from our Navy.
All morning, the low rumbling across the peace and tranquility of Lopez. It is not just the noise, but a
sound that is so out of character here. It triggers anxiety with questions like: what is that sound? is it
thunder?
Extremely loud overhead Growler Jet Engine noise, Could not talk or hear for several minutes.
2nd pass within minutes, could not talk or hear, very loud and unnerving, first pass at 1:26PM

5:37pm. A day of periodic roarings and rumbling that penetrate my home. Just one going through right
NOW! The Navy appears to think we don't care that they are trampling our environment. For what
purpose???
Yet another long day of chronic mayhem courtesy of the navy.
5:40pm Once again documenting a roar and vibration through my home.
543pm Roaring and rumbling and vibrations are continuous at this point. Will this be another miserable
evening? Last week was filled with roaring.
5:56pm. ANOTHER roar and vibration. This is continuous. This is a very fine legacy from Larsen, Murray
and Cantwell, indeed. The roaring is CONTINUOUS. My home vibrates.
5:49pm. The roaring and rumbling continues AGAIN.
5:56pm ANOTHER roar and vibration hits my home. Continuous this evening. It rolls and rolls. Like
having thunder over your home constantly, or an earthquake.
Been going on for a couple of hours.
All day long, blasts and roars from Ault Field. Too many incidents to list separately. Notable events at
10:21, 10:24, 14:45 and later.
Another day of disturbing noise from Ault Field. Is the Navy going for a new record of consecutive days
of assault on our "uninhabited" island? An earsplitting flyover- a single Growler at 14:00, going from
West to East. Duck & cover folks!
8:30am. The rumbling begins. How many days in a row, now? feels like forever. The noise and
vibration comes into my home...ah, here comes another one.
8:32am. Roar and vibration AGAIN this morning. You know how your home rattles when a thunder clap
is right on top of you. That is how this feels...continuously. We spend DAYS like this. Is this how our
legislators act in our interests?
9:52am. ANOTHER roar and vibration in a succession of thunderous disruptions already this early
morning.
9:04am. ANOTHER ROAR that rumbles through our home. The beginning of another disruptive day? I
had hoped to stay home and work today. Will I be driven away to the Library in Friday Harbor? Here
comes MORE rolling thunder.
9:05am AGAIN. Prolonged roar and vibration thanks to ignorance of Larsen, Murray and Cantwell.
09:07am. Another roll of roaring and vibration penetrates our home this morning. Continuous.
9:09am Roar and RUMBLE AGAIN. Continuous this morning.
9:12am More continuous rumbling that vibrates through home and bodies. This does not feel good at
all.
10:03am Jet noise rumbles in the skies
10:06am Roaring and Vibration through my home AGAIN.
10:22 am. I am trying to concentrate on my research and the jet noise and vibration continues to
penetrate my home. This more than disturbing. It is harming me.
There is intermittent loud rumbling coming directly into Aleck Bay. It shakes the things on shelves and I
can feel it.���
10:40am. ANOTHER big ROAR and Vibration. Rattles me.
10:43am. PROLONGED ROAR and Vibration.
10:47am. Roar and Vibration rolling through again. Continuous this morning. No rest.
11:04. Jets are roaming the skies. Very Loud roaring going on.
11:37am Jets rumbling around the skies. very noisy.
11:39am. Big Roar and Vibration
12:11pm. In a day filled with jet roaring something just made a HUGE roar and scream and vibration. I
think it was a jet above us. Cloudy.

12:16pm. growler jets roaring in the skies above. Cloudy, cannot see them. Sounds like two. A very
LONG roar. This is a torturing day filled with jets roaring around and being blasted by vibrations of jet
engines. The roaring has not stopped.
12:19pm The jet roaring is going on and on and on. Like a 100 car train rolling in front of my home. the
roaring just continues.
12:21pm. the roaring continues. They must be flying in circles above us because the noise just keeps
going on. Cloudy.
12:23pm. The roaring is continuous. We have just been rattled again by a tremendous ROAR. jets flying
above us. Roars from Ault Field. This is torture.
12:26pm. This is a horrible day. The skies are currently filled with jet noise. Jets roaring all around.
Cloudy. Heard but not seen. This causes much anxiety.
12:29pm More roaring, and another big blast right now rattles our home. I am trying to report each one
to demonstrate the continuous disruption.
yes saw the plane and it was so loud you couldn't talk and scared our animals
1:01pm MORE rumbling. ALL DAY. ALL DAY. ALL DAY. This is abuse.
1:03pm ANOTHER roar and vibration. ALL DAY ALL DAY. No let-up.
1:04pm Yet another Roar and Vibration, now followed by a jet roar in the skies. NOISE ALL DAY.
1:06pm. ANOTHER Roar and Vibration. This is CONTINUOUS. ALL DAY. Our home life is ruined.
1:10pm MORE rumbling. Continuous.
1:18pm. The rumbling of jet noise continues and goes on and on and on. My day may as well be spent
sitting at the end of Seatac Runway.
1:48pm. the roaring continues today. ALL DAY
2:16pm. The rumbling continues. Sounds like jets are roaming around the skies because the noise
seems everywhere. Jet noise pervades my home.
I've experienced 4 days of near constant rumbling, during the hours from 8 am to 8 pm. The noise is
frequently loud enough at times that the windows and walls of my cabin shake substantially. I hope the
NAVY is still considering building a hush house
2:55pm The jet roaring in the skies continues. ALL DAY we have had Growler NOISE. ALL DAY. And this
is a continuation of many previous days, with no let-up. Big roar right now.
2:57pm A VERY BIG ROAR penetrates my home. This has been ALL DAY.
3:14pm. More jet roaring and vibration penetrates our home. ALL DAY.
The number of complaints will always be far below the number of incidents because none of us can sit
here complaining all day. I know that every complaint I make represents several instances of
unacceptable noise.
3:20 Jet roaring CONTINUES. ALL DAY. I can hardly think straight anymore.
3:28pm The growler jet noise continues to roar its way into my home. This has gone on since early this
morning. Why are our legislators allowing this to happen..to treat us as if this noise does not affect us?
Where is the mitigation?
3:42 The Growler jet roaring continues, as it has done ALL DAY.
4:03pm. big roar again. I don't know what to say right now. I cannot do my work because each blast
and roar disrupts my concentration. This has been constant ALL DAY and for the past week.
4:29pm Low flying Growler roaring over Mud Bay toward the east. Long long ROAR. Noise penetrates
my home.
4:32pm Jets are roaring all around the skies. I cannot rush to the window each time to look because I
am TRYING to work. But I can hear the roaring quite clearly. Constant thunder.
5:01pm An extended roar, rumble and big vibration. This has been going on all day.
5:03pm ANOTHER HUGE rolling thunder that vibrates us. ALL DAY.
5:20pm Jet noise still fills the skies. Very noisy.

5:23pm. Tremendous roar from a jet, sounds overhead. I can't rush to the window to see. Long roar.
5:25pm As I write this ANOTHER HUGE roaring above our home from jet. Torture.
5:32pm Here comes another blasting jet roaring around.
5:32pm. A huge roar and rumble and VIBRATION shaking me up. Huge roar going on.
5:35pm. More huge rolling thunder. A very threatening roar. Reminds me of an earthquake I was
in....and here is another ROAR coming as a blast, 5:26pm
5:39pm. HUGE Rumble roar and vibration. Think of the kid driving down the street with his radio bass
blasting so loud it shakes everything around. That is what this is like.
5:40pm HUGE ROANR and Vibration AGAIN. This has been going on all day.
5:41pm. Sky is filled with jet noise, as if jets are flying all around. Now here comes another bone
rattling blast. As if a cannon is aimed at us. It goes on and on and on.
Sounds like takeoffs at regular intervals. Windows are rattling.
5:45pm Yet another BLAST hits our home. Combined with jet noise roiling around the skies. The noise
is EVERYWHERE.
5:51pm. Another blast and roar that shudders through our home.
5:58pm. Another roar from jets flying around. Constant disruption. Never knowing when a blast is
going to hit.
"Off and on all day. Overcast skies. Noise especially irksome after dark.
The navy doesn't seem to care about being a conscientious neighbor."
6:23pm. Big ROAR and RUMBLE rigfht now. Started early this morning and jet noise has rumbled
consistently throughout the day, making the house shudder and making me anxious as to what to
expect. My concentration is nil.
6:33pm Growler jet is ripping and roaring overhead. Huge screaming roar. Long roar.
6:38pm More jet noise as I write this. Jet noise all around, as if several jets are going around and
around. Their noise must be echoing. I can hear it clearly inside my home. VERY LOUD.
Growler. Windows rattling. Difficult to hear the Commander-in-Chief on the radio.
I am adding this info now but I heard these aircraft at different times throughout the day
7:45pm. At Woodmen Hall, Lopez Village, in the middle of a social event. A screaming growler flew
overhead. Conversation stopped. The scream and roar went on and on. Too loud and long.
rumbles off and on all evening - I was busy so forgot to track times but very consistent
overcast, no visual
8:36am The jet engine roaring has begun. Not another day of pain, I hope.....
8:38am. There is ANOTHER roar and rumble. It is looking like it will be another day of ROARING JET
NOISE.
9:39am. The skies are filled with the rumbling of jet engine roars. It always sounds as if we live right nect
to SeaTac. It NEVER used to be this way. How can I even think of selling my home if prospective buyers
drive up and hear CONSTANT NOISE?
10:21aam Tremendous and prolonged roar and vibration. This really feels like an earthquake that lasts
and lasts. Very disturbing.
10:29am The roaring continues at this very moment. Long long roar and vibration. The house
shudders.
10:42am. More jet roaring in the skies. Very noisy. This is not quiet island living!
11:03am ANOTHER big roar and rumble that vibrates our home. Again, like an earthquake.
12:30pm. Very loud jet roaring in the skies. I am inside and did not see them. VERY LOUD, signature
Growler roaring.
3:14pm. Big Roaring and vibration. House shudders.
3:21pm. More roaring continues. TOO LOUD. Penetrates our home.
3:31pm. Another roar and vibration penetrates our home

4:01pm. The reign of terror continues. Another BLAST, roar and vibration of our home. Growler
roaring.
4:07PM. The roaring is now almost continuous. This week and the past week have been hell. I am
leaving my home and going into town to escape this aggravation. Rep Larsen apparently feels it is OK
for our homes to be bombed with noise and roaring.
Another day of endless noise. Thank you Larson, Murray and Cantwell. WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?
very loud, very disturbing noise
Huge rumble and roar heard in the Village at 4:50pm. Growler Engines?
Heard another big rumble and vibration felt in the building. Sounds like Growler taking off.
8:12am. Jet noise already pervades our skies. A roaring sound is all we hear.
9:09am. Huge roar and vibration. Is this how Friday is going to be? Another miserable day?
Jet roaring pervades our skies. Noise noise noise. At this moment, it sounds like I am standing next to I5.
10:02am. Huge roar and vibration rattles our home. Growler take-off or engine run-up or what. The
roar shakes us.
10:19am. ANOTHER prolonged Roar and rumble and vibration that shakes our home. It is not just a
blip, the rumble and vibration goes on and on. Imagine standing right behind a jet taking off. That is
what it feels like. This is a quiet island?
10:23am. The roaring and vibration that shudders through our home is almost continuous this morning.
We live 14 miles from Ault Field and we feel it as if we are next door. This is not right. This is abuse.
Engine run up
10:32am. AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN our home is shuddering from blasts from jets on Ault Field. Roaring and
rumbling.
10:33am. ANOTHER BLAST immedlaielt following on one a minute ago. This is Torture. My home
shudders, my bones are rattled. This is abuse by the Navy, which claims there is no effect???!!!
10:37am. Now the skies are filled with jet noise. Jets roaring around somewhere.
10:40am MORE roaring and another BLAST that vibrates through our home....and here comes another
one. We may as well be in the middle of an earthquake.
10:42am the skies are filled with jet roaring. Cloudy so cannot see them, but it sounds as if they are
roaring all around. there is no quiet, only jet roaring.
Off and on rumbling/vibrations. Overcast skies @ 40 degrees. Another day of fearmongering.
10:45am. The jets continue roaring above us. These are not isolated incidents. This is CONSTANT
engine roaring. All we hear outside and inside is JET ENGINE ROARING and RUMBLING
10:51am. the roaring and rumbling continues. The skies are FILLED with jet noise that penetrates our
home. Sounds like WAR.
10:55am. I will continue recording the jet noise that pervades our lives. The jet noise in the skies
continues to penetrate our home. I have said this before: It is like standing right next to I-5 as trucks roll
by. Impossible to be outside.
11:02am Jets continue to roil through our environment. The sound outside and inside is deafening.
Cloudy, can't see jets, but the roaring is everywhere. We live in a war zone.
11:07am the ROARING continues. How would you like to live with this constant roaring. Who is
protecting the peace of the San Juan islands? Why are the growlers here?
11:45am. The jets are roaring around. the noise is so disruptive. Cannot be outside or inside without
having the roaring blasting away. Must leave home and seek quiet in the library for my work.
continued loud noises that disrupted activities
very loud and disruptive. life stops because of the extreme noise
5:38pm Tremendous roar and scream from jets flying over this Friday evening. Noise blasts into our
home.

12:05pm Jet noise suddenly fills the air.
12:11pm. Jets are roaring around. The noise rumbles through our home.
8:52am. Beginning the week with roaring again. The roar rumbles through my home.
9:01am. the rumbling continue, fills the air inside and outside of my home.
9:43am. Roaring continues. Unpleasant to be outside since the roaring is everywhere. Like living next
to SeaTac.
This is the 3 aircraft takeoff. One at 9:00 one at 9:08 and now 10:10
2nd tade off in 10 minutes disrupts and irritates what we are doing
Another morning destroyed by the navy - hours of intermittent rumbling.
WHY DON'T WE HAVE A HUSH HOUSE YET?
A very noisy flyover.
Massive rumble, rattled windows. very sustained, lasted on and off since 9am this morning! this is
ridiculous!
10:46am. Big rumble heard in the Village. Sounds like the big growler jet engine roar.
11:17am. Hearing frequent roaring in the skies. Quite noticeable and irritating.
11:33am. Heard it again. Long roaring rumble heard inside Woodmen Hall.
11:58am. Once again, a roaring rumble in the air. Sounds like growler engines running up.
1:35pm. Inside the Library, heard and felt a big rumble. Sounds like growler jet engine run-up or takeoff.
4:12pm. VERY LOUD ROARING jet overhead. Roar penetrates my home.
Very loud jet overhead. Cloudy, unseen. Why do I have to hear jets roaring over my home when all the
windows and doors are closed and the TV is on, and the noise still overcomes all the senses?
While in the Southend Store this evening heard jets flying loudly above us. Very very loud.
5:15pm. Walking outside and a low flying Growler flew from SE to NW over Mud Bay. Low and very
loud. The Growler jet has a very long roar, coming and going, with a booming roar as it passes. Had to
cover my ears.
8:14am. Roar and vibration shudders my home. So early in the morning. Is this yet again another
horrible day filled with war noise? We live in a war zone.
8:17am. ANOTHER ROAR rumble and vibration goes through my home.
8:22am. Jets are roaring above us in the skies, filling the air with loud roaring.
9am. The roaring and vibration this morning keeps coming, making my home shudder. The Navy has
declared us collateral damage, right here at home. Disgusting.
9:01am. ANOTHER roar and vibration blasts my home. It looks like I will have to leave my home to work
elsewhere on my research. I cannot think when my home is shuddering.
9:04am. This is a morning of war. We are being blasted by walls of roaring jet engines. The noise
vibrates through my home. I cannot think straight. The noise makes me anxious.
9:10am. ANOTHER roar, rumble and vibration. This has gone on for the past hour (and month) and
signals another day of the bombing of Lopez island.
really all day, much of day prior
takeoffs started again this morning around 8 am
Have just returned from 4 weeks of world travel. There were no vibrations or noises as bad as the
growlers anywhere. This is not healthy for humans to be exposed to. Rumble and vibration all day
yesterday and so far today.
Very loud jet noise. This happens more days than not and is very disruptive.
Jets just went over our house low and loud...our 10 year old house with triple pane Windows was
shuddering! Why in the world would the Navy fly the noisiest jet they have over populated area?
3:59pm Big roaring noise, prolonged rumble that shudders through my home.

At the ferry dock around 9:45 Big rumble coming from the south east. Same roaring as heard on the
south end of Lopez.
4:06pm. The outrage continues. Roaring and rumblings that vibrate through my home. Our home is a
WAR ZONE.
4:25pm. Roaring jet noise around. TOO LOUD!!!!
4:34pm. Jet roaring so loud and pervasive outside that I have cancelled my walk. TOO MUCH ROARING
in the skies. The Navy and legislators have declared this to be a war zone obviously.
4:39pm. HUGE roar and rumble and vibration rolling into our home AGAIN.
5:08pm Two growlers flying low directly over my home. VERY LOUD. PROLONGED ROAR AND SCREAM.
5:12pm. TWO MORE GROWLERS flying directly over my home. Their ROARING lasts and lasts and lasts
and lasts. Penetrates my home. I cannot concentrate on my work, and I cannot walk outside. Terrible
noise. We are under attack.
5:43pm ANOTHER Huge roar and rumble and vibration that shudders through our home. A terrible day
of Growler noise. January has so far been an AWFUL month.
6:02pm. Jet noise is penetrating our home. VERY LOUD and annoying.
6:09pm. Jet noise fills our home. Sounds like jets are flying above in circles, the roaring is EVERYWHERE.
Sounds like we are in the middle of I-5 with trucks roaring all around us. VERY LOUD ROARING.
6:30pm. What started early this morning continues into evening. A roaring thunder that rolls into my
home. This is war.
Noise on and off all day. Very loud tonight as we were eating dinner. Disturbing
Rumbling off and on all day. I think this is engine testing but not sure - just really loud.
working at a job on Hughes Bay. I am so glad I do not live here. Loud rumble all day long - I actually felt
it in my body at times. So disturbing
Extremely loud, low-flying Growlers (two) with their landing gear down over my house. Very disruptive.
Also, they aren't supposed to have gear down!!!!!
As a loud EA-18G Growler flew over the sounth end of Lopez Island two of our lamps on automatic
timers suddenly switched off 4 hours before their scheduled off time. It is suspected that there is
electronic interference from the growler.
7:06pm. Loud growlers roaring over my home.
7>08pm. Jets continue to fly over my home. Too loud, and the roar is tremendous.
7:22pm. More jets are roaring over my home. So loud that the TV can't be heard.
7:42pm. Jet noise continues to fill the air. Jets are racing around somewhere. cannot see them, but
their roaring is unmistakable. TOO LOUD!!!!
8:30am. The roaring has begun again. How many days in a row? 15? 18? I am worn down. Facing
another miserable day.
8:33am. Another rolling jet engine vibration just shuddered its way through my home. Misery.
9:24am More roaring from Whidbey rumbles through my home.
10:18am. The rumbling and vibration continue. The degradation of the San Juan Islands continues. We
are NOT a jewel, we are a war zone.
10:19am. ANOTHER big roar rumbles through my home. Why live in the San Juans when it would be
less offensive to live in downtown Seattle where my home would not vibrate?
10:42am. The rumbling continues. I feel it in the floor of my home, and hear it throughout the house.
10:45am. here comes another roar and rumble and vibration. A bad morning.
11:14am. The roaring continues to rip through the air.
Two very noisy flyovers.
Intermittent rumbling in the course of the morning.
aircraft sounded like it was overhead

Low flying over the house, could see clearly. smell of jet fuel in the air, Comes from the Naval base, has
made several passes over head.
12:15pm, More disruptive jet roaring fills the air.
12:25pm. More roaring of jet engines. Disruptive.
1:08pm. MORE Roaring. Disruptive NOISE that distracts me.
12:25pm. More roaring of jet engines. Disruptive.
2:14pm. Jets roaring above our home. TOO LOUD.
4:13pm. Loud roar shudders into our home.
5:50pm, Loud jets roaring above us. Lud and prolonged roaring.
12:04pm. Very loud jets flying above. Sounds just like Growlers but the sky is cloudy. But I can hear
them roaring overhead. Distracted me from my work because I thought something was wrong in my
house.
12:08pm. More roaring jets above. VERY LOUD. Noise penetrates my home.
At yoga class at Midnight farm...hard to practice meditation/pranayama breathing techniques with the
rumbling of growlers
yoga practice at Midnight farm again interrupted by growler rumbling
Meditation disrupted by rattling windows and rumble of growlers
9am. Hard at work at home, trying to concentrate, and I am blasted by a huge rolling roar and vibration
of jet engine noise. Ruined my concentration.
9:18am ANOTHER roaring rumble hits our home and disrupts my concentration. Sounds like a train is
headed straight at our home, rumbling and roaring.
Rumble and vibration of house and body. disrupted conversation.
Ridiculous amount of noise and vibration, work disrupted, windows rattling.
sustained low rumble from the Growlers based at Whidbey Naval Station. Sure way to ruin a quiet walk
on Lopez Hill
Awakened by appalling rumbling. Silly me, I thought I would be able to sleep late when I retired.
Noisy flyover.
Loud rumbling.
Another day of navy inflicted misery. WHERE IS OUR HUSH HOUSE?
I don't have time to complain about every incident - there are too many.
We are living with constant noise. Why? Why does the navy have to conduct their operations at NAS
Whidbey? Why not an unpopulated area? Why are US citizen's rights of no concern to our
government? Do we live in a democracy? Apparently not.
Distinct rumble caused vibration inside home
And again.....
4:30pm. Huge roar rolling into my home. Again. Throughout the day. The house shudders. This is
continuous. There are no good days on Lopez Island. This place is a war zone.
ALL morning long there have been off and on roaring noise that vibrates in your head. Then at 1:30 the
roar of actual planes. It's 4:30 and again the sound like a large furnace roaring!
4:42pm. ANOTHER roar and vibration rips through my home. This is no small noise. Thus is
THUNDEROUS.
And yet again.....
Rumble low noise causing inner ear discomfort
5:58pm Looks like two growlers flying low over Mud Bay. Tremendous and prolonged roar and scream.
Could not hear the TV.
loud
Extremely loud flyovers all day today. Growlers were flying really low.

7:11pm. Despite the tv being on, conversation, and water boiling on the stove, we clearly feel the
vibration shaking this home and trhe roaring penetrating our home. HUGE and LONG ROAR and
VIBRATION.
8:34pm Loud roaring in the skies. Jets are roaring around somewhere and I can hear them clearly
inside. Long long long roarings.
8:38pm. Loud roaring in the skies continues. Noise comes right into my home.
Aircraft directly overhead to the west 2 times this morning, Extremely loud and disruptive
Third time this morning, overhead and west. Extremely load and disruptive.
Incredibly loud, overhead near Lopez Village!
My pets are terrified and hide under the bed. All day long you have made my life and my blood
pressure feel out of control.
Sounds like a Growler takeoff or runup at NAS Whidbey.
Clouds with rain, slight wind
10:22. Starting at 0830 and continuing off and on. Rain and clouds. This has been going on over several
days ad nauseum!

